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B.F. Kevbrin, A.V. Rodnyakov Electronics scientific publications in the Higher
Educational Institution: essential iteams and organization problems.
The article  deals  with  the  essence,  peculiarities  and  perspectives  of  the  development  of  scientific
works in the higher educational institution, the aeria of problems specified, caused by the creation
of the electronics publications of various types, along side with the ways of carrying them out.

Philosophy
N.S. Savkin. Philosophy propedevtics.
The article deals with the necessity and possibility of the formation of practical philosophy of the
applied character. The author holds the position for the urgency of the philosophy of that sort,
stressing the natural basis of the applied philosophy. The practical philosophy is able to create a
ratio-theoretical view of the world as one unique whole, a critical attitude and authentic, analytical
approach to wards reality to keep the individuum on the safe side from his negative behaviour.

Zh.Y. Bakaeva Modern methods of approach to the research of social systems
In the article you can read about possibility of principle of application of cybernetic and synergetic
methods of approach to the social systems analysis.  Based on theories of information, management
and self-organization structure, dynamics and functioning principles of social systems are also
described.

E.N. Moiseeva Social potential of Russian Orthodox Church in education of orphans
(regional aspect)
The  article  is  devoted  to  the  care  of  orphans  at  shelters  of  Russian  Orthodox  Church.  The  aims,
purposes and means of orthodox education of minors are shown here. Modern situation of such
work in Mordovian Republic and in Russia as a whole is considered.

A.V. Rodin The communicative space: morphology and transformation.
The article is devoted to the main morphology tasks (the structure of the communicative space) of
socium and its transformation. The author attempts to analyze communication states, and first of all,
mass communication according to definitions of social space, informational society. A great number
of periodicals is introduced in the research context.

Economy

A.F. Polyakov, N.N. Kataikina The investment attractiveness of the region.
The article is devoted to researching of different aspects in investment activity in the Republic of
Mordovia. The opportunities of increasing investment region’s attractiveness are considered. The
basic principles in constructing of investment activity’s strategy are determined.

A.B. Shachinov The role and significance of non-commercial (state) and commercial
structures engaging support and development of small business in the Republic of
Mordovia.
The characteristics of non-commercial (state) and commercial structures engaging in support and
development of small business is considered in this article. The main aims, objectives and matters
of “Complex program in support of small business in the Republic of Mordovia during 2008–2010”
are examined.



A.A. Zholobov The national project “The development of AIC” as the main source
of investing in agriculture of Russia.
The current state of Russian economics, the main sources of increasing investment into country’s
agri-industrial complex are analyzed in the article. The necessity of its complex state support
carrying out by the national project  “The development of AIC” is also shown.

E.V. Zotova Reproduction of salary and the ways of its regulation
The article is devoted to the problem of reconstruction of salary connected with its reproduction in
market economy and transformation into the factor of increasing of Russian population prosperity.
The ways of state regulation of salary and improvement of labour fixing on the microlevel are
considered.

N.E. Kirjaeva Theoretical aspects of analysis of circulating means essence
Different conceptions of circulating means essence are analyzed and author`s approach to
interpretation of the given economic category is determined in the article. The author proceeds from
the successful development of finance science in classical way is impossible without the exact
definition and wording of basis concepts of commodity output. It is allowed to form and improve
the conceptive apparatus without confusion of different concepts in economic essence and
elimination of misrepresentation its initial sense.

Right
I.G. Dudko. The influence of foreign juridicial practice onto the legislation in
Russia.
The article deals with the study of foreign juridicial activity and its influence onto the legislation of
Soviet and post Soviet periods.

V.A. Shkurihin Some aspects of obligatory old age insurance payment
In the article common and most frequent questions concerning old age insurance are considered
from the point of view of relations “insurant-insurer”. In the first place these questions are
connected with obligatory old age insurance payment made by employer organizations. The
problems of proper and timely payment and the application of tax legislation are also underlined

L.A. Potapova The directions of the Law chair activities in the scientific process in
Pedagogical Institute.
The main directions of the Law Chair activities at the history and Law faculty in Mordovian State
Pedagogical Institute named by M.E. Evsevyev are considered in the article
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